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The First Fully Internal, Extended Use Smart Catheter
System for People with Urinary Retention

CEOCFO: Mr. Herrera, what is the concept behind Spinal Singularity™?
Mr. Herrera: The concept behind Spinal Singularity is that we design devices for people 
with spinal cord injury. After I was injured a few years ago I set out to change the way 
that people live and rehabilitate from spinal cord injury. That is the vision and the long 
term goal for the company, to create products that improve the quality of life for people 
like me. 

CEOCFO: What have you created? What are you working on now?
Mr. Herrera: Right now, the product we are working on and the product that we created 
we call the Connected Catheter™. It is the first fully internal extended use catheter 
system for people with urinary retention and neurogenic bladder. We have completed 
prototyping and are now moving into human clinical trials. As a disclaimer, none of the 
claims that we make have been approved by the FDA and we are not marketing the 
device for sale at this time. The technology and the experience that we are bringing to 
users through this innovation is reducing the number of times they have to catheterize 
themselves and helping people regain connection and control of their bladders. The way 
it works is that it is a catheter that is inserted into the bladder. It has a wirelessly 
actuated valve so that users can go an actuate this valve whenever they need to use 
the bathroom, as opposed to the current method of management, which is inserting a 
new disposable product into their body as many as eight to ten times per day or two to 
three hundred times per month. The big idea is to just let me insert one catheter into my 
body per month instead two hundred different objects into my body. 

CEOCFO: What are the challenges in creating something that can stay in the body for an extended period?
Mr. Herrera: There are many challenges regarding this matter. However, it is a well trodden path, so we have been able 
to leverage experiences from other entrepreneurs and other innovators. The short answer is that you have to have 
something that is biocompatible and that does not cause any additional harm or infection to the body and something that 
will work in that environment. Our device will be exposed to bodily tissues and urine for an extended period of time, so 
anything we design has to be robust and reliable enough to function. There are a whole host of other safety 
considerations that we have considered as we bring this to market, but the good thing with the US is that the FDA is there 
to help us and make sure that before we sell anything or even put this in a person that we meet all of those requirements 
and we are doing nothing to put anyone at any unnecessary risk. 

CEOCFO: Have you determined the length of time or is that part of what you will find out from additional testing?
Mr. Herrera: We will look to validate this with additional testing. The device can last for as long as one month, but some 
engineering and clinical discussions we’ve had make us think that the sweet spot may be closer to one week. Therefore, 
right now what we are starting with is to make it cost efficient and more importantly efficient for the user to change once a 
week as opposed to catheterizing themselves seventy or eighty times a week. 

CEOCFO: What is the device made of?
Mr. Herrera: The device is made out of a combination of different types of thermoplastic elastomers. These are 
specifically designed for medical applications, so they are soft and can be put into environments without causing any 
tissue damage or harm or irritation. We also utilize some small metallic components. It is a pretty simple and 
straightforward combination of well established materials. 

CEOCFO: Is it more difficult to insert the device than the current method? 
Mr. Herrera: No, it is not more difficult or much different than the current method. For people like myself, who are our 
initial target customers; people that unfortunately have chronic conditions that require them to do this over a long period of 
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time. Because I had a spinal cord injury, which in the medical community is a relatively permanent and chronic condition. 
Before I left the hospital I was trained how to do this, because I have to do this to myself eight to ten times every day. That 
is a very basic level of training. The nurse came in and showed me how to do it and watched me do it a couple times and 
that was the very baseline level of training that pretty much everyone in this situation, anyone with chronic conditions goes 
through. Therefore, for us, we are mimicking as closely to the existing method that users currently use to make it simple 
and easy and decrease the training and the complexity of it. We have made it incredibly simple and we are very focused 
on what the user does and how they interact with the device. The short answer to your question is that it is not very much 
different than inserting an intermittent catheter or even a foley catheter; both of which nearly all of our customers know 
how to do already. Therefore, it is not too hard to learn how to insert and to remove. 

CEOCFO: The device relays pressure to an external device that alerts the user when their bladder is full? How 
have people known previously when it was time to use a catheter?
Mr. Herrera: Primarily, the condition that we are targeting is called neurogenic bladder. The result of that is that people 
cannot control voiding and that often times, not all of them, but a good portion of the population, also cannot sense the 
fullness of their bladder. That was really the challenging part that I personally experienced. I am completely paralyzed 
from the chest down, so I do not know when my bladder is full, so there is obviously variance and deviation in how often 
and how frequently I need to go to the bathroom. Whether I just exercised or whether I drink a coffee or a diet coke or 
water or whatever it is; currently there is no magic formula for how to do this. That is the unmet pain point of what we are 
trying to do and what we are trying to solve. You could imagine, if you did not now that, how that would affect your lives. 
That is because the only time that I and many other people know you have to go the bathroom is when you are having an 
accident and it is already too late. That is the only time people can tell that they have this issue. That was a huge issue for 
me after I was injured. The current method is just to try to stay to a routine and then people actually end up going to the 
bathroom more often than they need to, which causes more waste in the products that people are currently paying for. If I 
could time it perfectly and new exactly when my bladder was full then I would only have to use maybe six catheters a day. 
However, because I do not know and I do not want to err on the side of having an accident, because it is embarrassing 
and disruptive to any sort of daily routine, I end up going eight, nine, ten times a day and that adds up over the long term 
for costs for insurers and payers and providers. It also puts me at unnecessary risk and then I am supposed to carry 
around all of these things because they are disposable. They are not small, so I get these giant boxes mailed to my door 
every month to use. Just on the whole we are trying to totally disrupt and radically change the way that people like me 
manage this condition called neurogenic bladder. 

CEOCFO: Then it is far more than just the pain of insertion that you can change!
Mr. Herrera: Neurogenic bladder affects millions of Americans, not just spinal cord injury, but many people with 
neurological disorders. Therefore, a portion of MS, ALS, Alzheimer’s, dementia, stroke, Parkinson’s, spina bifida; there 
are so many people that are affected by this. They do not like to talk about it. It is not the first thing that anybody wants to 
talk about. There is a massive population of people that deal with this somewhat on a chronic basis. There is a lot of 
males who have any sort of prostate issue. It affects a sizable portion of the population of any group. There are tons of 
people who have been dealing with this in these really archaic and terrible ways. That is the opportunity for us. It is trying 
to help these people. Unfortunately, there are a lot of people, but I did not know that until I publicly announced that this 
was what I am working on and what I am doing. That is why the feedback that we have gotten so far has been incredibly 
positive. 

CEOCFO: Where are you with funding? Have you been able to get attention or get an audience with investors?
Mr. Herrera: Absolutely! We have talked with a great many investors. We are a very specific subset of the entire 
investment landscape. Specifically, there are a limited number of seed stage medical device investors. There are a few 
investors that are experienced that continue to do this, but in general most investors shy away from it, just because of the 
length of time to market and sales, the capital involved up front and the complexity and the external factors that make it 
challenging to be successful. However, we have advisors who have navigated this process many times and we are able to 
leverage their knowledge and experience. We have been funded by non-dilutive means primarily to date, except for one 
equity investment that we took from Y Combinator, an early stage tech accelerator which we are currently completing here 
in Mountain View, California. We have been funded primarily by non-dilutive funding; things like business funds 
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competitions from UCLA, and Business Plan and Engineering Venture Competition. Our IndieGoGo crowd funding 
campaign was meaningful and significant, and we were able to raise money through donations online. Shortly after that 
we also won the first competition called Prime UC. This was a competition sponsored by Johnson & Johnson for any sort 
of medical technology that was coming out of or affiliated with graduates from UC campuses and labs. We were awarded 
one hundred and fifty thousand dollars from Johnson & Johnson for winning this event. Now we are at the point where we 
intend to start fundraising to reach our next milestone through equity investment. 

CEOCFO: Have the medical community and organizations been supportive?
Mr. Herrera: The community has been incredibly supportive. Fortunately, just because of the willingness of a lot of 
doctors to talk to people and to innovate, we have been able to gain access to, what I think, are many of the world’s 
experts. In Southern California we have talked to many of the world leading urologists who deal with this, specifically with 
neurogenic bladder and spinal cord injuries. They have been incredibly helpful! They have given us great advice and the 
feedback has been overwhelmingly positive. They have identified a lot of the challenges, which has been very meaningful 
for us, because we do not just want to hear positive feedback all the time. We want to hear why they think it may or may 
not work and we have addressed those concerns and moved forward. It has been overwhelmingly positive and one of the 
good things that I have learned is that doctors truly care about their patients. They understand how challenging and 
terrible and consuming this type of condition can me for different people and they want people to have a better opportunity 
and a better option. Therefore, whether this is our product or not, they want to help and that has been really, incredibly 
helpful for us as we have moved through the development process. 

CEOCFO: What have you learned about the business side, the FDA side and the funding side? 
Mr. Herrera: What I have found is that it is a risk. I am the first time CEO, first time founder; so it is risky. However, that 
being said, where I come from and with my background, we have got this motto, this mind set that allows us to rapidly 
master any new task. The good thing about the medical device industry is that it is very regimented, formal and there is a 
well trodden path for how to get a product to market. The knowledge is out there and it is just a matter of rapidly learning 
and executing. Over the past few years as I have been thinking about this I have learning, teaching myself, talking to 
people, getting advice and really listening. I think the key thing is just tempering a healthy dose of humility with the lofty 
ambition that you have for how you want to innovate and what you want to accomplish. That is the biggest thing. The 
phrase that we use from the community that I was in, the Special Operations community for the Marine Corps and the 
mindset that we have is of humility. What we mean by that is just that you can learn something from everyone that you 
talk to. The minute that I stop learning and stop listening and hearing what other people’s experiences are is the minute I 
have no business leading a company or leading a team in any regard for that matter. That is because the first step being 
successful is knowing that you do not know everything and that other people have probably done the same things you are 
doing. For Special Operations Marines more than anything we are critical thinkers and problem solvers; we pride 
ourselves on being able to quickly learn new tasks in a rapid manner. How quickly can I cycle and learn and master new 
tasks. Over the past years, the education that I have had has been incredibly helpful doing that. I went to business school 
at UCLA and had a great experience there with all of our professors and access to the network here in Southern 
California. I have also been learning experientially. I have learned so much from surrounding myself with people who have 
done what I am working to do. This goes a long way. 

CEOCFO: Do you get more attention because it is personal?
Mr. Herrera: I am not ashamed to share my personal story if that helps advance the solution to make people more aware 
of this challenge. That was really meaningful and purposeful from my end, because when I go in there and tell someone 
about this, that I know personally what it is like and why it is terrible and can explain the problems and the pain points 
pretty quickly. No investor or anyone that I have talked to has questioned my ability to tell them how catheterization works 
and how terrible it is. It helps out a bit, with the fact that I am not a doctor or I do not have a PhD or anything like that. 
Also, just knowing that people can understand my drive and my commitment to this. I am not going to quit when times get 
tough, that is what it comes down to. I cannot not do this. There is no where else that I can go. If I do not solve this 
problem for myself then I am going to keep living with this problem for the rest of my life. I could care less about attention, 
but only in the fact that it helps us achieve our mission and our goals, which is to help people with this condition. That is 
the only reason why we are talking this morning. I am only talking because I hope that it will help spread the word and 
advance our cause and the mission that we are on.

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine
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